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SUIElWMy

A program of experiments i3 reported iu which visibility distances
for military targets have been assessed using a scale-odel simulator.
Targets were observed along ground paths under qimulated nature.l and arti-
ficial conditions of night-tim illumination.

The experiments were concerned with both detection and identifi-
cation of the targets. The targets were selected to represent different
classes of military targets and included a tank, armored personral carrier,
and anti-tank gun and crew. These targets were viewed under starlight,
moonlight, and searchlight conditions. They were always located in uncon-
cealed positions and, in different experiments, on relatively uniform and
non-uniform terrain. Their visib.lity under searchlight illumination was
studied under a wide range of special conditions relating to searchlight
duration, displacement from observer. and flicker.

When the targets were on uniform terrain, detection distances
obtained under starlight illumination were abouc 190 yards for the tank
and APC. The anti-tank gun and crew aould not be seen at the minimum
distance it was possible to use. about 100 yards. Under moonlight illumin-
ation, the tank was reasonably detectable at between 900 and 1000 yards;
the APC was about as visible or a little more so; 500 yards represents the
detection distance for the anti-tank gun and crew. Identification distance
under these conditions is estimated at about 600 yards for the tank and APC.

When the tank was located on non-uniform terrain, its detection
distance was reduced to about 6&0 yards which is about the mauium identi-
fication range already noted.

With searchlight illumination, the vehicle targets, when on
uniform terrain, could be detected at the maximum range of 1500 yards.
The anti-tank gun and crew were visible to about 1000 yards under the s
conditions.

Targets located on non-uniform terrain and viewed under searchlight
illumination were detectable in a complex way as a function of immediate
background, duration of searchlight illumination. and searchlight displace-
ment from the observer. The poorest visibility occurred when the targets
were ajOnot a tree background. for short durations of illumination, and
with the searchlight not displaced from the observer. Under these condi-
tions, again, the detection range was about the same as the identification
range noted earlier.

Attention was given to determining when possible, the stimulus
nactors underlying the visibility of the targets. In this regard, photo-
matric data allowed some determination of correspondence of results with
predictions from more basic visuel detection data. Photometric data were
also used to relate the simulator conditions to actual field conditions
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is otrde to evaluate the degree of correepmdence. Also., certain of the
e#st tus employed conditions similar to those used in a field study
coducated elsewhere, and provide a basis for comparison of performance
del".
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I INrhOD=~ION

The present report sumrises th& experimental studies conducted
under Engineering Research Institute Project 2699, established in teaw
of Subcontract 1-003 with the Human Resources Research Office, George
Washington University, Washington. D. C. These studies were part of a
program intended to supplement the continuing program of the B-I staff
of the U.S. Army Armor Human Research Unit, at Fort Liox, Kutucky.

In generai cermb, the model simulator studies have been concerned
with the determination of visibility distances for military targete under
certain conditions of night time illumination. The studies are intended
to provide, also, a basis for better specifying and understanding the
stimulus factors influencing the visibility of targets under such conditions.

Since the specifications of target, terrain, and illumination
conditions were intended to relate closely to problems of special interest
to the Human Research Unit at Fort Knox, the establishment of these condi-
tions was carried out in close coordination with personnel of that Unit.
To achieve this coordination, the writer visited the Human Research Unit
at Fort Knox during November 6 and 7, 1957, for the purpose o conferring
with Dr. Howard McFann and members of his staff. Extensive discussion was
held with Dr. McFnn, Dr. Norman iillard, Dr. Nicholas Lewip. Dr. 36 Stark,
Dr. Fogel Clark, and Dr. Al [rasmer. The discussion had as its objective
to mwke the stimulus conditions of most direct interest in relation to
the studies being conducted at Fort Knox. Agreeusnts (to be listed In
detail later) were reached concerning the target, terrain, and illumination
conditions for the model simulator studies, as well as the general psycho-
physical procedures which would be followed.

Subsequently to the conference described above, correspondence
between the writer and personnel of the Human Research Unit served to
clarify problems and maintain a close relation between the model simulator
studies and their counterpart stvdies at Fort Knox. Vla-14s by Dr. Willard
in March and May, 1958, and a visit to Fort Knox by the writer and
Mr. Carl Semmelroth to observe the field itudy, Armornite V. during June.,
1958, further aided our objectives.

The target, terrain, and illumination conditions, and psycho-
pnysical procedures agreed upon at Fort Knox in November. 1957, will now
be outlined. With one exception, noted in the context of the outline, wem
were able to establish all the required conditions and obtain observations
over the wide range shown.

General interest was confired to night tim illumination condi-
tions and the observer's task was to be restricted by the following features:
(1) The observer has (some) knowledge of the type of target to be detected
and its lateral displacement; (2) the target is considered only an "enemy"
and determining tim for detection is of importance. In addition to item
(2) above, recognition responses were to be included in the context of
the studies.

I I
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The stmulated field aituation was conceived as that peculiar to
the tank platoon. This consideration dictated that the maximm displacement
of targets should be zestricted to the equivalent of 1200 yards, and, as
well, that searchlight angles of illumination and displacement from the
observer should be consisten& with those typical of the tank platoon under
operational conditions.

Consideratioa was giver to the factor of atmsephere -n the modei
simulator situation. Since relatively great interest was expressed in
connection with artificial (searchlight) illumination effects, it was evi-
dent tuat a technical problen existed. In simulating the opticcl effects
of the atmosphere in the absorption and scatter of light two possible tech-
niques may be used. The first involves generating artificial atmcaphere
by means of a4ding water droplets and opacities to the actual atmosphere
surrounding the model. The tecond utilizes, instead, a "veiliu luminance".
This is accomplished by placing #. partially-silvered mirror before the
observer's eyes and reflectirz& w.th it an area of uniform luminance super-
imposed over the observer's view of the model. The later procedure is
completely adequate to simulate atmospheric effects occurring between the
military target and the observer. However, it does not simulate other
effects, such as the appearance of the search'.ight beam in passing through
the atmosphere.

Consequently, the first procedure outlined appeared to be the
only acceptable procedure although its feasibility could not be attested.
The use of artificial fog, which would deposit water droplets on the model
also, appeared complicated due to the physical dimensions of the experi-
irmntal room. Previous work had been concerned with simulating dense fog,
and the production of relatively light fogs in this manner still remained
to be investigated. Since it appeared achieving such conditions posed
grave technical problems, it was agreed to conduct the studies initially
with no delay for the pu-pose of introducing scaled atmosphere. If later
such conditions could be obtained, they should be added, but, in any event,
the results of studies were to be related to atmosphere effects in final
interpretation.

The specific condition3 to be simulated were agreed upon and
are shown below:

A. Targets

The follovAng targets were to be used singly in a given experi-
mental situation:

1. Mindium U.S. Tank (M-48)
2. Armored personnel carrier (K-59)
3. An anti-tank gun with crt.w

These targets were to be positioned heed-on to the observer, not dug in
or camoflged. The anti-tank Qun and crew were to be arranged in the open
as a crew working around the gun, "getting into position".

2
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B. Torrain Bakground
I. - ra sicensok n (such as vheat fild)

2. Heterogeneous (brush, treess, etc.)

C. Illumination

1. Natural

a. Dark night, with starlight only
b. Bright night, with full moonlight

2. Artificial

a. One or more 18-inch tank mounted searchlights
b. Flare

It should be noted at this point that due to limitations of tis, and the
relative importance assigned by the 1himmn Research Unit to itm 2 a,
searchlight illumination, the studies to be reported did not encompass
ite* 2 b. flare illumLnstion. The conditions for searchlight illumination
were listed in more detail than shown above. These special conditions
included not only a single searchlight at differing displacements from
the observer but alsc, two searchlights alternately illuminating the target
(the latter being under continuous illumination). In addition, intermittent
single searchlight illumination was to be included. and the illumination
schedules for this and the foregoing condition were indicated.

The general psochophyuical procedure agreed upon was to have
the observer make obss.rvtions at a fixed distance of each target positioned
on each terrain background under each of the illumination conditions listed.
The procedure was intended to lead to frequency-of-seeLng data for each
experimental condition. The obscrver's response was to be tL. with respec
to detection, and, in addition, he was tn attempt to make a "class" identi-
fication following the detection of a target.

In the studies reported in the following sections we attempted
to adhere as closely as possible to the agreed upon conditions. In addition
in zonnection with other phases of the subcontract, we attempted to relate
our conditions as closely as possible to actual field conditions. Inform-
ation concerning such interrelationship with field conditions will be given
later in rhis report. And, finally, within the framework of the foregoing
specific conditions, we attempted to utilize the advantages of the model
simulator situation (repeatability of prticular conditions, etc.) to gain
as much inWight as possiblc into the observer's twk, effects of practice,
and stimulus factcrs of importance in a general sense as well as determin-
ing the particularized target visibility distances for the specific condi-
tions studied.

To present our findings as simply as possible, the material has
been organized into three sections which follow. Section II contains a
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description of the special equipmnt and general experimental conditions
used. Section III contains the results for the series of experiments
conucwted within the fraework outlined in the present section.* In section
III attention will be given primarily to presenting the particular findings
for each condition of observation described.* In section IV the results
of the different experiments will be interrelated in a more general manner4
and attention will be given to exploring sore fully factors underlying the
form of the results.

______ ______ _____ ______ ____ 4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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I. GEUEAL EXPUIIENTAL CONDITIONS

The model studies were conducted ,..ing a three-dimensional terrain
model. at a scale of 108:1, measuring approximateiy 20 feet by 20 feet.
This model represents a ample of actual terrain with hills, meadow land,
highways., a river, and a town. The model i. complete with surface detail.
Figure I shows an over-all view of the terrain model. The terrain model
was developed initially under sponsorship of a tri-service contract admin-
istered by The Signal Corps (Project MICHIGAN). for use in earlier studies
relating to the visibility of military targets along ground paths. The
model., as well as certain other equipment, was used by permission of
Project WICHIGAN for the present studies.

The terrain model was located at one end of a room approximately
60 feet long by 30 feet wide, and 20 feet high. The walls and ceiling of
the room were painted black to reduce stray interreflection of light. The
room itself was made highly light-tight to afford good control over the
low levels of illumination intended. All personnel taking part in the
experimerts and all equipment used were in this single room. Blackout
conditio:s were maintained during sessions except for the special illumin-
ation introduced.

To isolate the observer from the activities of the experimenter,
he was seated on a theatre chair in an enclosed observing booth mounted
on castors. When the booth door was closed. the observer's vision was
restricted to viewing the terrain model through a cutout window 30 inches
wide by 20 inches high centered 20 inches in front of him. A shelf
imediately i. front of the observer supported a chin cup and forehead
rest assembly which was intended to make for consistent head positioning.
The observer's eyes were 46 inches above the floor. The shelf also held
an intercom unit and a pushbutton box which the observer used to signal
hiE detection responses. The use of this equipment will be described
later. Because the observer's booth was positioned at varied distances
from the terrain model, several different black cardboard cutouts were
available to fasten over the window of the booth so that in each case the
observer saw only the terrain model. The model was seen approximately
from its left to right extremities, and seen in the vertical dimention
only from the lower edge of black cuitain below the model to a point in
the "sky" just below the ceiling. With these restrictions, the observer
was prevented from seeing any of the sources of illumination or the
activities at the experimenter's desk on the left side of the room near
the model.

Figure 2 shows the experimental room in moat of its details.
At the right is shown the side of the observeA booth facing toward the
terrain model in the background. At the left, against the wall, is the
experimenter's desk containing the master intercom unit and a one-hundredth
second electric clock timer associated by a special circuit with the
observer's response box. The experimenter's desk was illuminated by a
shielded red lamp, which under dark-adapted conditions was adequate for the
activities required. (It should be added that during sessions, the
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experimenter used only a red filtered flashlight to guide his way to and
from the model itself to reduce the possibility of accidentally affecting
the observer's state of dark adaptation.)

Certain other features seen in Figure 2 are of interest. First,
the long white line seen on the floor parallel with the edge of the booth
is a guide line for positioning the observer. An indicator, seen project-
ing from the lower left edge of the booth, was at the same distance from
the target as the observer's eyes and by appropriate positioning the booth
indicator at distances marked on the guide line, any desired distance from
a given target position could be obtained. It may be seen that the booth
faced the terrain model from an angle of about thirty degrees. This was
necessawy Lcause the model itself was lowest in its center front and
sloped upwards in all directions from this point. By positioning the
boots as was done, the observer viewed the expanse of the left side with-
out obstructions in the foreground. This portion of the terrain 3loped
gently upward going away from him, and terminated in trees at the skyline
on the left leading to the hills on the right. For part of the sessions,
the nain part of this area was uniform (as may be seen in Figure 1) and
for the remainiag sessions it was made non-uniform with bushes and trees
(as may be seen in Figure 2). The details of the terrain surroundig a
target will be found in the next section.

Attention should be called to the special equipment also seen
in Figure 2. On the left in the foreground, on its tripod, is a special
photoelectric telephotometer used in these studies. The use of this
instrument, developed by Mr. Benjamin S. Pritchard, will be described
later. Between the telephotometer and the observer's booth is seen one
of the projectors used to simulate searchlight illumination on the terrain.
This iii seen with its light shield cover A ff. Its arrangement and use will
be described later, also.

In the remainder of this section details will be given concern-
ing the target models, sources of illumination, photometry, observers, and,
experimental procedures used.

Target Models: The three targets specified earlier were con-
structed to scale (1 -1) and are shown in detail in Figures 3. 41 and
5. The M-48 tank was modified in detail frca a comercially prodaced
scale model (Authenticast) based on photographs and dimensions provided
from the Human Research Unit. The M-59 armored personnel carrier was
constructed in its entirety from this information since no comrcially
made model was available. The anti-tank gun and crew, consisting of
six men, was asseAbled as an integral unit. The two vehicles posed an
interesting problem vih respect to their color. Since what is termed
"O.D." color ranges over about fourteen Mansell notations, it was considered
imperative that our target models correspond as exactly as possible to the
field ta"ks it kart K.Lix. A sample of paint forwarded from Fort Knox by
Dr. Willard was used to secure this control. The actual "0.D.1 resulting
can be described in Mansell notation as 2.5 yellow, 2 value, and 2 chrom.
(This is in distinction to the unmodified authenticast color which can

6
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be described as 10.0 yellow, 5 value, and 2 chrome.) Thp original tank
paint is a semi-gloss paint but it apparently abrades on exposure to dirt
and air and the vehicles in the field are essenttally 'matte" in appear-
ance and quite dark. Accordingly, our models weTe spray-painted to met
th.e ^c p ..r 2t12. e anti-tank gun and crew were painted with
similar paint for the O.D. rortions. The faces of the crew were approxfr-
mately flesh color although in combat probably they would be blackened.
In general, it was felt that detail of the targets should be m.de as
accurate as possible even though under the intended viewing conditions
av observer's acuity for such detail would be poor.

Sources of Illuminaticn" First will be described the means of
iulatii natural field illumination, i.e., st.trlight, and moonlight.

Ideally, to simulate starlight, a sky dome wouli be required. This would
provide the d'Ffuse illumination of the ground typical of the clear night
sky. By reason cf practical considerations a sky dcme was only approxi-
mated by providing Nighly diffuse illumination from the ceiling area ovex
the terrain model. This was accomplished by partially covering the cement
ceiling beams -aith matte white paper. The beams were about six Liches --4
wide and eleven inches deep from the ceiling. They were spaced about two
feet apart. Since the uncovered portions of the ceiling were painted
black., about ten percent of the ceiling area was responsible for reflect-
ing light directed upon it from tw,- louvres, one at each aide of the aodel.
Each louvre contained a single one c,%ndle, six volt, Imp. The lamps were
shielded so that they iluminated only the ceiling area. In turn, the
model was illuminated by the light reflt..ted from the whole ceiling area.,
and to some small extent by re-reflected Lht from the walls. A 36 inch
wide white plastic cur..ain was hung from the "eiling in front of the
model. This may be seen along the ceiling in klquze 2. This served to add 'y
to the reflected light at the front of the model. The lamps were powered P'

from a Variac and transformer connected to an A.C. 9-utlet. E-

To achieve the lowest level of illum ination, ir starlight. 0
neutral filters of nominal density 1 were positioned wihx' the louvres.
When moonlight levels were intended, the filters were removed to allow a
greater contribution of scattered light to the illumination. Althonlgh
the procedure des:ribed did not provide qjite enough illuainaticm £ron
the front and sides to an object on the terrain, it seemed quite tdequate
in that no discernaale shadows were created and objects appear unife'rmly
illuznriated. Under starlight illumination the luminance of the unifor'm
ground in the target area (as measured along the observer's line of sight,
photoelectrically) was about 10-5 foot lamberts.

Moonlight, in distinction to starlight, is highly directional
in character. To achieve this feature, a light louvre was mounted on a
scaffolding near the rear of the experimental room. T',c louvre enclosed
a 300 watt projector lamp. The light from the lamp illumi ated the model
from an elevation of sixteen feet and at a distance of approximately 35
feet. Two filters were used to achieve the desired level of illumination.
A Wratten 78 filter altered the spectral composition of the light to
achieve the visual oquivalant of approximately 5000 degrees color temper-
ature., and an appropriate neutral density filter further reduced the over-

7
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all Level of illumination on the model. A mask in front of the filters
adjusted the light pattern so that it illuminated only the terrain model
directly. In use, soe lght was reflected fro parts of the model to
the walls and re-reflected to the model. In addition, as noted above, the
"starlight" louvres were operated without additional filters so as to add
to the diffuse light when 'moonlight" simlation was intended. The direct
light from the moonlight lcv.rre illuminated the terrain in the target area
at a vertical angle of about 20 degrees, and at tm angle separated from
the observer (to his left) of about 45 degrees. Two features should be
noted regarding the moonlight illumination. First, the over-all level
yielded a luminance for the ground, as seen from the observer's position,
of approximately io"3 foot Imeberts. This level is quite satisfactory for
the intended siunlation (1ef. 1). Secondly, however, the ratio of direct
to scattered light was too great in the direction of the direct source.
The desired ratio would be about 2:1. Our ratio was, in fact, 840:1.
This made for more sharply delimited shadows and possibly greater contrasts
under moonlight conditions than would be the case ordinarily. It was not
possible, however, to achieve a better balance between the direct and
scattered light for this case within the time available.

For searchlight illumination we siulated the 18-inch tank-
mounted searchlight which uses a 2500 watt amp of new design. This law
has a four million peak candlepower and an 8-degree borizontal beas spread
when used in the tank mounted reflector housing. Working from candlepower
distribution data provided by the Huma Research Unit, corrector slides
were made on thirty five mil.imeter film slides which prcvided the 4esired
characteristics of beam spread fr., Argus slide projectors. The candle-
power distribution attained is shown in Figure 32. The illumination was
scaled according to principles stated in Reference 2. To determine require-
ments concerning peak candlepower of the simulated source. the peak value
for the 2500 watt 1, (.000,000 candles) was divided by the square of
the scale factor (108 ), yielding approximately 40C candles for the
siaulation source peak. The objective lens of the slide projector used
as a source was stopped down until the peak reading of light projected
through the corrector slide measured the requisite level in candles. With
the foregoing scaling of illumination and adjustment given by the corrector
slide, the illumination of the model terrain afforded by such a projector
simulated realistically searchlight illumination.

The Argus projectora were mounted on small stands. In front of
each projector, there was a solonoid operated flag shutter which could be
opened remotely by closing a switch at the experimenter's desk. The
switch was a double throw type and could be Alternated in its two positions
to allow two such projectors to serially illuminate the target. If single
searchlight illuxination was required, the timing of illumination was
controlled in a similar mannsr. The projectors were enclosed by boxes,
except for an opening in front of the leau and shutter, to prevent stray
light from altering the general illumination levels.

In simulating the proper separation of a searchlight source
from the observer, a problem arose in connection with the scaling of our
distances. In keeping the searchlight at the ame distance from the target
as the observer, it was not possible to place it closer than about twenty

8
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inches to his side (due to the presence of the observing booth). Thus an
equivalettseparation of sevanty-five yards could be achieved directly but
smaller ceparations could not. Since placing a searchlight simal tion
projector in front of the booth displaced it about thirty inches forward
of the observer (equivalent in scale factor terms to 90 yards) it was nec-
essary to employ an indirect means of achieving "on beam" and swll separa-
tions. This was done by setting the projector at right angles to the front
of the booth and positioning a front-surfaced mirror r. I5 degrees inclin-
ation about two feet in front of the objective lens. The mirr" reflected
the light along the desired forward path. In this way, the searchlight
beam could be made to nearly coincide with the observer's line of sight,
or to project along other desired paths. Since some light was lost due
to the mirror, the actual distance from thob source to the target was reduced
slightly to compensate when this manner of operation was employed. Since
the searchlight beam originated 14 inches from the floor of the room, the
observer's line of sight was a little higher than the searchlight beam
itself as would be the case for an observer looking from a "1osition on top
of a tank turret. The appearance of vrious targets under these different
illumination conditions is illustrated photographically in a number of
figures to be introduced in a later section.

Photometra: Throughout the sessions the establishment and control
over levels of iliumination, and the measurement of values of luminance
for selected portions of terrain and targets was accomplished by use of the
photoelectric telephotomster developed in these laboratories by )W.
Benjamin S. Pritchard under sponsorship of the Illuminating Engineering
Research Institute. It was necessary to use such a device because direct
visual photometry for such low levels of illumination would not b6 accurate
or even possible in some instances. The instrument consisted of two units,
the photoelectric sensing unit .-nd its associatod optics, and the register-
ing meter containing the power source (dry cell batteries). The instrument
allowed its user to view through the optical system and see directly that
which was to be measured photoelectrically. A reticle indicated the portion
of the field which would be effective at the photomltiplier depending on
the aperture used as a field stop. A Wratten 106 filter was effective in
correcting the spectral sansitivity characteristics of the photcnultiplier
to approximate the photopic visual curve. It was possible to position
the telephotometer at the obser-er's location, the equivalent of 1000 yards,
for example, and register selected parts of a target such as the upper
turret of a model tank.

The photoimltiplier unit itself could be removed from its housing
and placed on a terrain area to measure incident light falling on the area.
The complete instrument contained a radium-phosph-r internal standard
which could be used at any time to repeat a sensitivity setting and allow
the meter acale readings to be interpreted in physical unit terms. The
instrument could not give information for the worst conditions (lowest
li:,t levels, small target areas) but could cover a sufficient range that
these conditions can be fairly wll understood iv any event.
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Observers: Three observers served during the experimental
sessions. The vrLter (C..),, Mr. Carl mmelroth (C.S.), and Mr. William
DIel.-rar (W.D.). Te writer observed in every observation condition
reported although. for reasons indicated later, the data obtained for some
conditions re not utilized. In ay event, the writer has a basis in direct
personal k nowledge of each observer task posed by the many conditions if
the experiments described in the following section. This experience was
highly desirable to afford continuity between conditions where different
additional observers might be used, and to provide a meaningful basis for
relating phenomenal aspects of the observer's tasks to the varied particular
situations. Hr . Seinlroth observed under most conditions. and, in the
beginning provided a basis for assessing the effects of practice. Prior
to this work he had not had experience as an observer. In addition, he
visited during the field tests ar Fort Knox, along with the writer. His
role included being the experimentez when the writer was observer, and he
had complete knowledge at all times of our procedures and objectives.
Hr. Dickerman supplemented as observer and, assisted the experimentation
when not observing. His knowledge of the task was not as complete., but
sufficiently so to ensure objectivity during observing. Hr. Dickerman's
beginning observation sessions also afforded an indication of the effects
of practice since he, too. was initially naive as an observer.

The visual capabilities of the observers were checked. For
C .H., right eye only, far acuity was 20/18. No measus able central acuity
exists for C.H.'s left eye, as explained below. For CS., binocular far
acuity was 20/22. For W.D., binocular far acuity was 20/18. These
measures for C .H. and C .S. were with glasses normally worn, and worn during
all experimental sessions. W.D. did not require corrective lenses for
distant vision. During all sessions binocular vision vas employed restrict..

only by the window of the observer's booth, described earlier, No unusual
visual defects are noted for observers C.S. and W.D. For the writer,
however, the left eye central 20-deg-ee field is lost due to an old scotoma.
The peripheral field in the left eye is fairly normal. In the writer's
right eye visual field, a small scotoma exists in the lower right quadrant.
This scotoma lies about ten degrees from the field center and its presence
is phenomenally available to the writer, hence observations can be made
with confidence that the scotoma is not interfering. Because of these
visual defects, feveal vision is monocular but peripheral vision is bino-
cular for the writer. In spite of such defects, the writer felt capable
of obtaining satisfactory data, and similar data obtained from additional
observers served as a check in this regard.

It should be noted that in the experiments to follow, that our
approach was that of classical psychophysics. By thist is meant that we,
as obseriers. had complete anowledge of the task and attempted to achieve
complete objectivity in =aking responses. Conditions, to be described
shortly, were arranged to provide maxim= objectivity. and it is felt that
such an objective was closely approached. Some coments relative to the

foregoing point will be made later when describing the experimental
procc dures.
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lperimental Procedure: In deciding upon our general experi-
mental procedure, only one previous model siulator study had any dLrsct
relevance. This study, by Gordon (Ref. 3) differed in several important
respects from the dictates of our earlier conference agreements as to
procedure. Gordon, studying the relative visibility of uilitsry targets
along ground paths, had the observer moved continuously closer to the
terrain model until he could distinguish the targets along a Una or lines
of eight afforded by visible markers at the model edge. This procedure
would not be satisfactory since we were to obtain frequency of seeing data.
Gordon'a targets were sideways rather than head-on to the observer . Illum-
ination was from a single source located in varied elevations and azimuths
to the observer; the illumination was similar to that from a f2 ae but
fixed in position. Certain of Gordon's findiv- will be related to our
results later, but it should be noted that our u..periments called for
rather different procedures, and, as well, for a closer relation to speci-
fied field conditions.

Initially the problem of determining whether an observer report-
ing the presence of a target was correct led to a procedure shown to be
erroneous by exploratory experiments. In view of the paucity of experi-
ments of the present type, the exploratory work will be described and the
reasons for its rejection mentioned. In this context, our final methcd
may be better justified as the most suitable for these stadies.

Our iritial attempt was restricted to the moonlight condition
with uniform terrain surrounding the target. At that tim the present
large uniform area of the lower left side of the model was df'-ided into
two equal sections differing in ground cover. Figure 6 illustrates this
earlier arrangement. Five target positions and paired alternate positiors
were located in the original area. These are shown in Figure 6. The five
positions varied in distance from a given position of the observer's booth
by fixed mounts. In selecting these target positions, care was taken to
select positions such that uniform ground would surround the target for at
least twice its own dimensions in any direction. The positions chosen
met this criterion, and in fact were the only locations which would allow
for the experimenter to rapidly place the target on the terrain for each
observation. The experimenter's task was complicated by attachments to
the target to be described shortly.

During a session, after appropriate time for dark adaptation
the observer was instructed via the intercom to close his eyes. The
experimenter then placed the target at one of the five distances according
to a randomized schedule. On signal, the observer opened his eyes and
tried to detect at which point in the field there was a target. Concurr-
ently with the verbal signal to begin observing, the experimenter closed
a switch which started the interval timer. When tha obaerver thought he
detected a target, he depressed the response button on the box 0t his hand
in the booth. This stopped th4 timer and simultaneously closed a circuit
to allow a charged condenser to "fire" a small neon lamp briefly. The
lamp was mounted under the target on the terrain. This was connected by
fine wires to the control circuit. The observer could tell by the flash
of the neon lamp whether his response was correct (to a target) or wrong
(to some other visual stimului in the field).

11
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The procedure seemed effective and fairly consistent results were
obtained fo. the !m8k a target over several sessions. 3xauaintion of our
data shovd that a aistance could be chosen for the observer from the nearest
target position at uhich he nearly always detected the target. Performance
was progressively poorer for the succeedingly more remote target locations.
Farther, in the most remote location, the target was essentially invisible
to the observer.

Two difficuities led to abandoning this procedure. First, the
possible target locations ware readily learned in relation to visible terrain
ftatue8 (mainly skyline characteristics). It then was easy to imagine
#**ios a target in a more remote position when it was not visible in a nearer
pdtions, (proven by data from blank trials). Nore seriously, considering
the angular eise of the target, it should have been visible at greater
diotamnes than our data indicated. Accordingly, check experiments were
oenducted in which the observer-to-target distance was the same as for the

earlier sessions with reference to the most remote target position, but the
tarset its lf was in the mot forward location. This check shoved that the
target was now almost perfectly detectable and that its earlier loss of
detectability in the more remote position probably was due to its relatively
greater proximity to non-unifor. skyline (as seen by the observer). It
appeared that under these conditions, we had a mixed case in which saw tar-
gets ware in a fairly unifom surround and others essentially in a non-
uniform surrond. How much separation of the target from discriminable
non-unifornities would be required for a target to be considered as in a
uniform surround was clearly impossible to predict in advance. Our pre-
liminary work shoved that we simply had not provided sufficient uniformity
in the Lmudiate background for some of the targets.

To correct the foregoing situation, the terrain was modified to
provide a greater uniformity of target surround. The grss cover to the
right of the original target field was removed and the entire area between
the road in the center to the trees on the left hand edge was made uniform
as shown in Figure 7. A new single target position, designated as the
"mid-field" position wai chosen such that at any intended distance of the
observer's booth. the observer saw no obvious lUck of uniformity in the
surround for distances up to several times the dimensions of the target.
Because of this change, the experimenter had to position the target well Into
an interior portion of the model and it was impossible to do so easily if
the neon lamp were attached to the target. Also, soe further exploratory
observation showed that inconsistent data would result if the distance
between observer and target were varied by sltering the target position,
hence the single target position was dictated. In view of this latter
finding, the use of the neon flasher indicating the target position was
eliminated and our final experimental procedure was developed.

The final procedure adopted was used throughout all the sessions
froa which data and observations are reported. In this procedure, for a
gien condition of illumination, the target occupied a single positioa on
the terrain model. For a given series of observations, the observer's
booth was located at a fixed distance, and for this series he attempted to
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report the preseut e or absence of the tatget for each discrete observation.
After the series was completed, the booth vas moved to a new distance from
the target position and aotner series was run.

With this procedure, the problem arose regarding the proportion
of trials in a series which should be blank. It seemed evident that one
could not arbitrarily say, regarding the type of errors an obserrer might
make., whether r false alarm (or false positive) or a miss would be more
cerous under actucl field conditions. Hence it seemed desirable to arrange
the stimulus series to avoid predisposing the observer in either direction
(aside from his inherent ncn-randonness). This dictated that during half
the trials of a series, the target should be present and half should be
blank. Furtber, it was felt by each ooaarver that he could dissociate his
memory of a previous response better if on any given trial the pzobability
of a target being present was the sae as being absent. Accordingly, for
each experimental series, the iruticular target was present for half the
trials following a randomized schedule.

The procedure for each observation was similar to the procedure
earlier. To begin, the experimenter instructed the observer via the inter-
com to close his eyes. The experimenter then went in every instance to the
model and physically touched the target position. When he left the model,
the target was either present or absent according to his scheduie. He then
gave the verbal signal, "ready", over the intercom, at which time the observe
opened his eyes and looked to the right of the model (out of the target
area). When the observer indicated that he was ready, the experimenter
gave the signal, "begin", and started the interva. timer. The observer then
attempted to detect the target if it was present. When the observer reached
a decision concerning the presence or absence of the target, he pressed
the response button stopping the timer, and indicated his decision by say-
ing "yes" or "no" over the intercom. After recording the response and its
latency, the exrerimenter proceeded in the sa manner to arrange the next
trial in the series. During a series, the observer was not told the correct-
ness of his individual r-sponses. At the end of a series, it ws comon
to record phenouweral observations of interest, and ordinarily the observer
was informed uf ..s over-all perrormance at this time.

In general, for a particular target and condition of illumination,
we made an initial guess as to how far away the observer could be and still
have some expectation of seeing the -arget. The observer then ran a series
of observations at this distance and if performance was reasonably good,
the distance was increased and a second series run. This was continued
until the distance was iufficienely great that, for a series, the observer's
responses were degradad to chance (being "wrong" as often as "right").
Our data then show, for a set of varied observational distances, the relative
reductio, t frequency of correct judgments ("yes" target present or "no",
target absent) in proportion to wrong judgments ("yes", target absent and
"no". target present).

Some remarks were made earlier concerning our effort to Siva
completely objective observations. Under taise conditions an observer
could, of course, keep track of the number of each of Is two categories
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of response and equate their frequency. Ve did not do so. During a aseries
we might be aware that we had exceeded a fifty percent level of "yes" or
"no" responses, but felt definitely that each instance of observation
demanded its own unique judgment regardless of preceding responses which
miSht be recalled. Also, we encountered some conditions in which false
positives were likely to occur and some others in which tey seldom would
occur (misses being the rule, instead). We simply let the situation dictate
each response as completely as possible and tried to gain the best possible
understanding of it. During a given session, if the observer felt that
anythivg was forestalling the desired objectivity he could (and did in soe
instances) call off further observations at the time.

A final comnent relates to the measurement of response latency.
During all sessions except those employing searchlight i -tnination, the
observer was allowed as much timc as he required for each judgment. For
the searchlight conditions, the observer was not given unrestricted time.
Instead, each series featured a predetermined fixed time during which the
searchlight or searchlights illuminated the target position. Reasons for
this proceduril change are discussed in the context of the specific experi-
mtnts.
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III. KI IIIAL ULTS

The experimental sessions may be moat conveniently organized for
reporting in terms of, first, terrain background, and, second, mode of
illumination. With this organization, comparisons may be made readily
among the results for the different target types and from the diferent
observers.

In presenting the results from our experiments, the main data
are shown in tabular form. For each condition, in the order introduced
in the text, a table shows the frequency of response data and, except for
the searchlight conditions, the time for response (latency) data. In
anal~sing these data for discussion, a statistic is derived (also shown in
each data table) which is used for illustrating the change in target detect-
ability under the particular etzperimental conditions employed.

Since the statistic referred to, above, was developed for the
purpose of these experiments, some discussion must be given to its rationale
before proceed 'g.

We may begin by considering the results of one group of sessions
by way of illustration. These sessions, shown in Table I A are for the
M-48 tank in a uniform background under starlight only. The responses fall
into four catagories: (1) "yes", target present; (2) "no", target absent;
(3) "yes", target absent; (4) "no", target present. The first two cata-
gories are correct responses; the second two are wrong. It may be seen
from the table that at the scaled distancA equivalent to 135 yards, the
observer (C.S.) made no incorrect responses. As he was moved successively
further from the target, he made fewer correct and more incorrect responses,
until at 225 yards, he made about as many wrong as right responses. The
charges noted in response frequencies for each catagory are shown in Figure
9 with the open circle points. Each open circle is a nroportion, shown on
the left ordinate for the catagory of response. The change with increasing
distance may be noted easily.

In considering how a single value may be used to represent these
changes in response, it might at first be thought that if the proportion
of detections ("yes", target present responses) were corrected for the
proportion of false positives ("yes", target absent responses) a usable
qu&.tity would be obtained. Such a procedure would be essentially the
conventional form of data treatment used in a "yes - no" psychophysical
experiment. However, there is now ample evidence (Ref, 4, 5, 6) that
critical problems surround this form of analysis due to questions concerning
the observer's criterion level for responding affirmatively. Without
examining this problem in detail, it may be noted that our experiments
allowed for a high proportion of false positive responses, and were done unde*
conditions&Mat criterion shifts were almost inevitable. In connection
with the latter point, comments will be added later concerning the physical
conditions which literally forced such changes upon the observers.
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In general, it was felt that a highly ambiguous measure would
result for our data if the detection proportion corrected for talse positive
responses was used. Alternatively, it was felt that our data might more
meaningfully be interpreted in some other term where their characteristic
features entered a single representative quantity in an unambiguous manner.
These considerations led us to think in information term, where the assump-
tion is made that we can take the technical sense of information and consider
tkat it has a reasonable counterpart in the conventional sense. Granted
tkis assumption, we can treat our data for the specific information content
of the set of responses Oor a given condition and arrive at a measure cf
stimulus information to be gained from knowing the responses.

The basic derivation, due to Dr. Wilfred M. Kincaid of these
laboratories, leads to the following equation:

M - 1 + 32 £-P(Y) log P(Y) - P(N) log P(N) + P(SY) log PSY) +

P(Sxilog P(sN) + P(s'Y) log P(s'Y) + P(S'N) log P(S'NU

In which

M = stimulus information gained from knowing the response (the
representative quantity to be used)

P(Yl a Proportion of "yes" responses to total responses
P(h) = Proportion of "no" responses to total resporses

P(SY) a Proportion of "yes" responses made when a target was present,
to total responses

P(SN) = Proportion of "no" responsee made when a target was present,
to total responses

P(S'Y) - Proportion of "yes" responses made when a target was abse-it:,
to cotal responses

P(S'N) = Proportion of "no" responses made when a target was abs,-,nt,
to total responses

3.32 - Constant to convert to system of logarithms base 2

Under the terms of the foregoing equation, if the obse :ver always
responds correctly, maximum information is gained from his tespomses con-
cerning the presence or absence of the target. Since the targ, t was pre-
sented during half of the observation trials, the maXimUm v&le for a trial
would be one bit as an information quantity. It may be showy,, also, that
if the observer alEays responds "yes" (or "no") or, if he responds correctly
and incorrectly equally often, K goes to zero indicating tiat no information
is obtained concerning the stimilus knowing only the obsa.,ver's responses.
It is the case, too, that if the observer is a wronf,, maximmn inform-
ation results which should not be surprising (although f.his did not occur
during our experiments). Some further features of the 3tatistic and addi-
tional coments are given in Apendix B. For purposev of further descrip-
tion of results, the information quantity, MH, will by. used as defined in
the foregoing equation. Returning to the data shcvy, in Figure 9, the value
of M, shown on the right hand ordinate, is plotted for the set of responses
at each observing distance. It may be seen that r.t the nearest distance,
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135 yards, the observer gives maimm information. As he was placed
successively further from the target, the value of N falls until at about
200 yards it reaches a value so low as to be no information at all. In
the material that follows, the information quantity N will be used to
represent observers' levels of performance, and by direct implication, target
visibility, as the dependent variable in grapkic representation in a manner
similar to the foregoing example.

Results from the specific sets of experiments follow. These
results deal with detection only, and information concerning target identi-
fication is given in a later section. Photographic illustratioufor several
different experimental conditions are contained in this report. Not every
condition could be photographed. Reference to these illustrations will be
made at the appropriate points.
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A. Experiments With Unifcrm Terrain Background

(1). Starlight llmslnaton

An initial set of experiments studied the targets under this
condition with three observers. However, a serious error in procedure
was brought to light and these data were discarded. The condition was
repeated with C.S. as observer and the results are expressed in Tables
I A, 3 and II A, B for the M-48 tank and M-59 APC targets. Tables I A
and II A show the frequency-of-response data. and Tables I B and II B
show latencies for the respective conditions. In Tables I A and II A, the
figure in parenthesis following each frequency of response figure is the
proportion for that frequency to the total number of observations. Similar
tables are given for the remaining experimental conditions. Figure 10
shows graphically the results for this condition. The illumination was so
low that the anti-tank gun target (referred to as ATG hereinafter) could
not be seen from the observer's booth at the nearest practical disposition
on the terrain which means that its visibility distance would be less than
120 yards.

From Figure 10, it may be seen that the tank and APC show a very
simtlar pattern of loss of visibility with increasing distance. Both remain
fairly visible to about 190 yards and then rapidly are lost to the observer.
It should be noted that in the terrain position used, the targets were about
ten inches (equivalent of 30 yards) lower than the observer. When they
were nearer, he responded to a disproportionately larger target since he
could see more over their top. The targets could be seen only in peripheral
vision and appeared as indistinct black lumps against the faintly visible
ground. The presence of any non-uniformities (as will be noted later) made
the observers task completely impossible. It is interesting to note that
under this worst condition of visibility but with a uniform surround for
the target, its visibility remains fairly good as far as it does. Discussion
of the point will be given in a later section, but ic may be noted, now,
that the target here acts much as in more basic psychophysical experiments
with reference to angular size cf the target and contrasts present.

(2). Moonlight Illumination

Tables III A B, IV A, B, and V A, B show the results for the
tank, APC, and ATG targets respectively, under moonlight illumination.
Figures 11, 12, and 13 show these results in graphic form. Figures 21 and
22 show the vehicle targets for this condition. It may be noted tkt under
moonlight, the tank does not appear to be highly visible to observers at
any distance shown. The nearest distances employed in this instance were
the first found, informally, which did not yield high or perfect detection
levels. Hence at 700 yards, for C.R, and C.S., H would have been 1.0.

This was true for W.D. at about 600 yards. Beyond these distances, perform-
ance was less than perfect as shown in the figure. It was noted for this
target and the others as well, that it was detected entirely in peripheral
vision as a dark target. Essentially, it was a black blob which, at
increasing distances, was very hard to pin down and was never seen with
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high confidence. In the later discussion section, more consideration will
be given to the phenomenal aspects of the target.

The APC target appears generally to be a little more visible than
the H-48 tank under these conditions. This finding is reversed for later
searchlight conditions. Greater observer variation is seen alec for this
target. It may be noted that observers C.H. and C.8. show a reversal in
the trend of their data. This corresponded to a real reversal of a pheno-
menal nature. For both observers the target at first became more difficult
to see (with increasing distance) and then, at a particular dist,;ince., beca
anomolously visible. With further increases in distance, the target became
impossible to see. A similar phenomenon was noted for the ATG target
although it is not as well reflected in the data. By way of accounting
for such reversal, it may be noted that while the target surround was
relatively uniform, it was not absolutely so. Thus, at a sufficiently
close distance, the observer saw some non-uniformities in his field of view.
By virtue of the relation of target size (and shape, probably) these residual
non-uniformities were not easily coniused with the target. However, a&
the viewing distance was increased, the target became less distinct and
greater confusion was possible. However, since the non-uniformities in
the fieid were minimal. it is probably that with even greater observing
distances, they went 5elow threshold leaving the target somewhat more visible
because it was then in a virtually uniform background in comparison with
the earlier situation. This would give rise to the anomalous result noted
and attest to the complexity of the perceptual task. The question as to
the greater visibility of the AXC compared with the tank is reserved for
later discussion.

The ATG target, as shown in Figure 13, is considermoly less
visible than either of the vehicleA used. One observer, W.D. contLnue*
to report the presence or absence of this target with some accAracy at a
surprisingly great distance, but in general from 400 to 500 yards, it was
essentially undetectable. As with the other targets, this was detected
only periphe-ally and was only a dark target.

(3). Searchlight Illumination

Under these conditions, the targets were illuminated by a single
searchlight either (a) along the observer's line of sight, or (b) displaced
from the observer the equivalent of 75 yards. The searchlight duration
for a given observation was 1, 2, 4, 8, or 15 seconds. Also, two search-
lights were used each displaced the equivalent of 75 yards on the right and
left of the observer respectively. The two lights alternately illuminated
the target at a 1-second flicker rate and provided continuous illumination
for 2, 4, 8 or 16 seconds. Figure. 23 and 24 illustrate the appearance
of the APC and the anti-tank gun and crew target illuminated by a single
searchlight displaced to the right of the observer.

Under all these conditions the tank and the AC targets were
always detected even at 1500 yards range. For this reason, extensive data
were not obtained. The ATG target, being smaller and more irregular in
shape, was never detected at 1500 yards.
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Considering the ATG target further. when the observer was moved
to 1200 yards from the target and the searchlight was dimplaced 75 yards
to his right, the target was detected fairly easily for searchlight dura-
tions as short as 4 seconds. With further reduction of the duration of
illumination, performance became poorer as shown in Table VI. Two features
of the task were noted. First, the target itself was not detected, but
instead its shadow, thrown to the left was seen, This was in distinction
to the fairly visible outline of the vehicle targets in addition to their
shadows. Secondly, the anti-tank gun and crew probably could be seen at
somewhat greater distances if sufficient time were allowed. The effect
of reduced illumination time was to given the observer too little time to
seek out the target. There were few false positive responses. If the
observer had time tc find the target, the response was definite; if not,
there was nothing else which could be confused with it.

One further set of observations was made with the ATG target
under these general conditions. For these, the searchlight was along the
observer's line of sight. At 1200 yards, the target could not be seen at
any duration of the searchlight. When the observer was moved closer to the
target, it suddenly became visible at betwen 900 and 1000 yards. This
appeared to occur because at this distance, the shadow of the target,
previouslf concealed behind it, becme visible over the top of the target.
In fact, the shadow outlined the target very plainly making it highly
identifiable in comparison to when the shadow was visible only as thrown
to the side by the earlier searchlight condition.

The effects of searchlight flicker were studied informally in
the foregoing conditions. It appeared that the targets were so visible
under all the searchlight configurations that it would be more profitable

to reserve extensive study for these targets in non-uniform surroundings.
Under such modified conditions, usual field conditions would be more nearly
approximated and the results should have more applicability. It was noted,
however, that with flicker the observer gained an advantage in that the
target shadow "wig-waged" and became a little more noticeable. The question
remained at this point as to whether, with other objects in the field which
would become more noticeable, confusion might occur with flicker. Inform-
ation relating to this point is given in a later section.
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B. Experiments With Non-Uniform Terrain Background

For these experiments, the terrain was modified to add bushes
and trees in the areas shown in Figure 8. The observer looked for the
target: in a fairly clear alleyway of vegetation. Three target poitions
were used, also as shown in Figure 8. The different target positions
permitted an evaiuatlon of differing degrees of non-uniformity of imdiate
surround. The target in the "mid-field" position, used in the moonlight
and searchlight experiments just described, was still seen with a fairly
uniform surround. Brush and trees were closer for the "upper field"
position. When in the "tree position", the target was seen ageinstclose
background of vegetation.

(1). Moonlight Illuminr in

Results for sessions with the M-48 tank target in the mid-field
position are given in Table VII A, B and in Figure 14 for cbserver C.H.
The appearance of the target is seen in Figure 25. This figure may be
compared with Figure 21 to note the changes introduced by the terrain
additions. This condition is completely similar to the earlier condition
except for the non-uniformities added to the terrain. For this reason, it
permits a comparison of results showing the effect of the non-uniformities
added. The present results show that the target is fairly visible up to
500 to 600 yards in the moonlight alone. Beyond this., it loses detecta-
bility and by 700 yards, is essentially not detected. Referring to Figure
11? the se target and illumination with a uniform terrain, it may be
seen that at even 900 yards, the observers were still responding with
fairly good accuracy.

(2). Searchlight Illumination

A much more thorough exploration of the effects of searchlight
illumination was carried out for this condition of terrain than was done
earlier. Because there are several variables which can be manipulated in
this situation, the results can be organized in a number of different ways
for presentation. For this reason the several remaining tables will be
ci ted first, and data drawn from them for more meaningful graphic presenta-
tion. Table VIII gives such data for observer C.H. and C.S., for the M-48
tanl- in the upper field position and several distances from the observer.
The various searchlight configurations are shown in the left hand column
of the table. SL-C means that the searchlight was projected along the
observer's line of sight. If the searchlight was displaced from the obser-
ver, this is shown as to distance and direction of displacement. The
flicker conditions all used the same displacement of two lighte. One vas
the equivalent of 75 yards to the left and the other an equal equivalent
distance to the right. For the flicker sessions, the first figure is the
duration of a single light flash and the scosad,the total continuous time
of illumination. Table IX shows similar information for the tank target
in the tree position, for observer C.H.
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Table X show results for the APC target in the upper field posi-
tios in a like nmsr for observer C.H. and C.8., and Table 21 gives this
Lformation for the target in the tree position. Data for the remaining
target, the anti-tank gm and crew are shom in Tab:e XII for observer C .H.

Illustrations of the appearance of the vehicle targets Illuminated
by a single searchlight displaced to the observer's right are shown ir-
Figure 26 - 29. Figures 26 and 27 show the tank in the upper field position
with the searchlight displaced 75 and 150 yards respectively. Figures 28
and 29 are similar illustrations for the AJC target. Smaller displacements
for the searchlight canot be photographed rFdi ly since the cra zmust
be closer to the target than the searchlight -ence interferes with the
illumination. Illustrations are not shown 9r targets in the tree position
since they are practically impossible to distinguish in a photograph at
this location.

Combining data from Tablet VIII and IX for the moat maningful
coarion leads to Figures 15. 16, and 17. Figure 15 show the change
in visibility for the tank with increased distance of the observer from
the target. This comparison is for the condition in which the target is
in the tree position, illuminated by a single searethlight along the obser-
ver's line of sight for a duration of 4 seconds per observation. It may
be seen that under these conditions, performnce is fairly accurate at
1000 yards but gets progressively poorer with increased distance.

Since the foregoing information is all for the searchlight on the
observer's line of sight, the effect of var~ing its displacement from the
observer is to be shown next. We selected the single observing distaunce
of 1350 yards since performance was relatively poor (M = .193)) with :he
expectation that displacing the searchlight from the observer would result
in some degree of improvement. Figure 16 shows our results arranged to
show such effects. Two durations imre employed. The first we emonyed was
4seconds. As anticipated, performance improved being as good at 40 yards
as it subsequently was at 75 yards displacement. With greater displacement
there was some loss in performance which will be coimented on later. It
is possible to show the affect of flicker, here, also. The single point
labeled 1-sec-I l-sec-total is shon for this purpose and is noticeable
lower than the 4 second continuous illumination curve at the 75 yards
displacement.

The second curve labeled 8-sac duration in Figure 16, is not in
error although it at first night appear so. After results were at hand for
the 4-second condition, the 8-second condition was employed to assess such
further improvement as could result from additional time to search for the
target. Instead of improvement, the opposite occurred. This result was
sufficiently startling that it was checked with additional observations,
as was done for .ertain of the points on the 4-second curve. The finding,
to be discussed more fully later on, held up in that additional obser-
vation time simply degraded performance for this target under these condi-
tions.
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Considering that the foregoing results might be due to unique
circumstances in which the tree background becam ore confusing with a&dd-
tional observing time, tha effect of both duration of the searchlight and
the background ware assessed with the target in the upper field position
as shown in the next figure, 17. In this figure. the target distance is
fixed at 1512 yards. it was necessary to use the extreme distance becaue
at nearer distances, performance for the more open upper-field target
position would be practically perfect even at the shortest searchlight
duration. In this analysis, curves are shown for each target position and
performance is plotted as a function of searchlight duration. For both
target Fasitionsjincreasing the duration of the searchlight illumination
only leads to improvement of the observer's performance. The difference
in visibility for the target for the two locations in the terrain is quite
marked. Also, it may be seen that the greatest gain in performance is for
the target in the more open position and occurs mainly within 10 seconds.
Further com ent will be made later relative to the latter point.

The dashed line curve shown in Figure 17 allow a comparison of
searchlight flicker at this point, also. The flicker data, also, are for
the target in the upper field position. At the tocal illumination tim
of 4 and 8 seconds, performance was definitely better than for equal contin-
uous illumination durations. The shadow of the target quickly "wig-vaged"
the observer to a detection from this relatively open location in the
terrain. 1ith 15 seconds total flicker at the 1-second rate, the task
became phenominally more difficult as reflected at the right of this carvs.

Considering next information for the H-59 APC target, data are
shown from Tables X and XI in Figure 18, 19 and 20. In Figure 18, the
visibility of the APC for two conditions of searchlIght displacement (8L-C
and SL-75-R) is shown as a function of distance of the observer from the
target. It may be seen that with the ssexchlight projected on the obser-
ver's line of sight, the target is detected only poorly as close as 1000
yards compared with the instance where the searchlight is displaced75 yards
to the right of the observer. For the latter situation, performance is very
good to nearly 1200 yards and then drops very rapidly to become as poor
as with the first configuration of the searchlight. In generl., the APC
is less visible than the M-48 tank and reasons for this will be given in
a later discussion. It was possible to graph two additional points for
flicker conditions in this figure, also. tith 1-second flicker, perform-
ance is noticeably poorer than with continuous illumination for the se
total time . When the flicker rate is decreased to two seconds, performance

improves. From Table XI, it may be seen that if the 2-second flicksr is
continued for a total of 8 seconds. performance becomes perfect.

The effect of d.ffering searchlight durations are shown in
Figure 19 for the APC targat. Data are shown for two observers. For this
target position, increased duration resulted in improved detection. Two
sets oi flicker observations are shown also. Again, for a target in the
fairly open upper field pc:ition, some improvement is noted for flicker
ompared with the condition of continuous illumination.
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Figure 20 shows the effect of searchlight displacement for the
AIC target. In Figure 19 it already has been shown that a substantial
improvemnt in visibility results for this target when the searchlight is
displaced 75 yards to the right of the observer, ccapared with the SL-C
arrangemmnt. 7he present Figure indicates that the improvmennt results
primarily after diap'acementsof about 60 yards have occurred. Vith further
displacement of the searchlight, as with the tank target. some loss of
visibility appears to take place. Also, as with the tank target, the
analomous result that doubling the duration of the searchlight illumination
produces a reduction in performance level for the observer is noted7 although
to a lesser extent,

Final results conctrn the anti-tank gun and crew target. Data
for the limited staly given this target are shown in Table XII. From this
table it may be seen that at approximately 900 yards the visibility of
this target in the fairly open upper field position ranges from good to
poor depending on the searchlight duration and displacement. The best
results were obtained from the flicker condition shown. However. increasing
the observers distance only an additional 200 yards made the target very
difficult to detect. When the target was placed in tha tree position, it
beca.a impossible to detect at all even at much closer distances. Since
the target was fairly visible at as great as a range 1200 yards under
searchlight illumination on the earlier uniform terrain, the effect of
concealment for this type of target by vegetation is fairly well demon-
strated. In the case of this type of target. if there are nearby bushes
or trets, confusion results; viewed against bushes or trees, such a target
readily blendf Into the background as neither the tank or APC can do.

The final coinents in this section concern the response latency
data shown in certain of the preceding tables. In order to keep this
report withir some limit, no d6tailed analysis will be presented of these
data although they will be considered further in the next section. It
may be seen on inspection that the average times taken by observers was
fairly consistent depending on the category of response and the difficulty
of the imnediate observing task. The shortest response times are seen in
general for "'yes", target present' responses while the false positive,
or 1'yes", target absent' responses generally take as long as a correct
or incorrect "no" response. All responses tend to increase in latency as
the observer's task becam more difficult due to increased observing
distance, with the correct positive responses increasing the most. Over
a variety of conditions it may be noted that the range of average latencies
was from as short betwen 5 and 10 seconds to as long as 50 to 60 seconds.
The three observers differed in latencies typical of their responses.
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IV. DI3CUSSION OF =93LTS

First to be considered are the results from the starlight and
moonlight conditions. It was noted earlier that under these conditions
targets were phenomenally dark targets (relative to their background).
An observer was able to detect them only by using peripheral vision. An
observer's ability to do this seemed to deiend upon som kind of scanning
technique in which a distinguishable terrain feature (such as a particular
patch of trees in the extram background) vas used for relative orientation.
When attempting to judge the presence or abeen,-e of tbls. target, the observer
scanned in the direction of the orientation feature of the terrax but
attended to tr'e pe -ipherally aroused aensatios in the area where the target
should be. Scanning was necessary because of ce generally indistinct
appearance of terrain features even under moonlight. It should be added
that since between the observer and the model there was essentially a void,
nearby terrain featureb preseut in the field were not available to aid
orientation in our simulator studies.

When observing even a fairly close target unday these conditions,
it could be held in phenomenal regard only a short tim . hen the observer's
distance was increased, the target tended to appear les frequently and
disappear more rapidly. The limit of a given Larget's visibility was
characterized by such a fleeting appearance that the observer generally
lacked confidence in his judgments entirely. All observers were impressed
by the "noise" inherent under these conditions. Although the terrain
appeared uniform in the target area, it was very di.ffuse and the peripheral
phenomena aensed often were as convincing when the target was absent as
when it was present. The task, generally. was very difficult.

It vas noted earlier that our exploratory experiments of the
tank target in moonlight led us to believe that we had failed to achisve
the maximum distances for detection for the uniform terrain condition.
Following, we developed the altered procedure reported. In connection
with the later findings it was stated that the target., under the starlight
and moonlight conditions appeared to behave very uch as targets in a more
basic psy:hophysical study for uniform targets against a uniform background.
To supplement this point it may be ncted, from phot:ometric information,
that a reasonable value for the tank contrast v.-h its background for
starlight and moonlight would be about -.50. Considering the background
to have a luminance of 105l foot lamberts and givem this target contrastp
the mininm visual angle for the target to be detectable at the 50 percent
level of probability can be estimated crudely from visual detection data
(Ref. 7). Under these conditions. about 40 minutes of arc represents the
minium detectable angular size of a target. This would correspond to
the APC or tank about equally well at about 300 yardi' from the observer.
Under these conditions our targets remained visible to slightly over 200
yards and were still detected very occasionally at 30D. The complexity
of having no discrete fixation point for the observer and having, actually,
a relatively non-uniform field of view (compared with the more pure psycho-
physical case) make for losses of detectability of about the order to
account for our results.
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A f milar analysis made for moonlight conditions shows that the
threshold detectio angl would be about 7 minutes of arc. This would
corrasponn to the width of one of our vehicle targets at about 1850 yards
ra%,e. Again, rsidual non-uniformities in the field of view, lack of
discrete and consistently optimal orientation, and other complexities can
be cited to account for not reaching such an extreme visibility distance
under this condition of our study.

However, under the above mentioned conditions we have show
visibility distances approaching limits of cbserver sensitivity. These
results exceed the performance conventionally expecte, seen, given only
starlight or moonlight illunation. While soe qualii catious will be
made shortly, our results suggest that certain observer capabilities along
these lines might be worthy training objectives. If observers could take
better advantage of existing natural illumination, possible targets may
be located prior to more revealinj active observation is initiated using
searchlights.

Probably at best, under starlight, unaided vision is not parti-
cularly helpful. However, given added alitory and motion cues under these
conditions, possible targets can be located and supplementary optical aids
employed for the advantage they might give. Under these conditions. when
a target seems probable, even a brief duration of searchlight illumination
would make the detection and identification highly certain.

Under moonlight illumination a greater range of visibility was
seen. The remarks of the preceding paragraph are considerably more pert-
inent here. The observer can scan a fairly largc target area. Since he
is not revealing his position by doing so, an -imited time can be
provided. (Actually, for a given orea dtection may occur in a fairly
sLort time so observing techniques Wght well involve discrete observations
in specified areas). If an observer has had the advantage of previous
reconnaissance under better illumination, the moving of a target into the
area may well be seen by him within the limits we have noted. Optical aids
thar may be adequat. for complete identification or at least a more certain
detection. At all distances that moon illumination is adequate for some
degree of detection* the increase of detectbility and identifiability
with added searchlight illumination is very marked (given an optimal
searchlight configuration, of course).

Two additional questions concern our findings under these condi-
tions of illumination. First, to wat extent are they representative of
what may be expected in the field. Second, what are the roles of training
and motivation to achieve such results. Following discussion of these
questions, attention will be given to the factor of identification and to
the degrading effects of increased field non-uniformities.

With refarence to the first question, above, the visit of the
writer and observer C.S. for the field studies at Fort Knox gives soma
indication of an answer. Onring the first run of the evening of June 27,
the moon was nearly full and oriented with respect to the target area
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almost exactly as in our siulator studies. Dur'ng thim run it was possible
to look for raither an M-48 tank or M-59 APC target at distances of 500,
700, I000, or 1175 yards after they moved into positior but before the
cearchlight was turmed on. Dark adaptation could not be optimal because
of trL pteaenze of the searchlight as well as other illumination in the
observirg area. Also. there was a mildly dense ground fog visible in the
target axea. Howver, both the write,: and C.S. could detect the presence
of the tank or the APC at 500 and 700 yards with the unaided eye. At
500 yard., detection was certain; at 700 it was poorer but still occurred.

The pzeceding figures compare idl with our model study findiies
for the non-un4.form terrain. Had the ground fog been absent, somwat
greater visibility would have -esulted although with the highly non-
uviform terrain conditions probably not much improvement would be seen.
It may be added that these targets, when detected, were identifiable using
s-ven power binoculars. Finaly, it shouzld ba added that at the field
test and in the model study, the moon's angular location relative to the
target position and observer was optimal for target detection as may be
inferred from Gordon's study cited previously (Ref. 3).

The roles of motivation and training can only be discussed in
a speculative manner. How*ver our experiences during the course of the
studies give rise to definite opinion& concerning these variables. In the
first place, it his been shown that trained observers in psychophysical
experiments can perform better thau naive kRef. 8). In the more complex
field situation, the differrnces between trained and untrained performance
may wall be greater. Duning our earliest experiments, the writer (already -
a "trained" observer in the general sense) probably achieved peak perform-
ance during a few exploratory sessions. However, observer C .8., and
subsequently W.D., began observing sessions relatively naive to the nature
of the task. For four consecutive two-hour sessions, observer C.8. could
not perform better than chahze when he vas more than about 650 yards range.
Nearly up to this point, hiL responses %ere perfectly accurate. (One
should note this range in connection with comments to follow concerning
identification of targets, later).

Following these sessions, two additional sessions resalted in a
fairly rapid impxovement (w.ithin each session) in which the target could
be detected at *u,-zessively greater distances. When C.S.'s performance
became atable, Le was able to give some detections at nearly 1200 yards
range. His account of the change indicates the learning of appropriate
scanning and fixation techniques and, more importantly. to "tease out"
the phenomenally vague and intugible target from the unfamiliar visual
display. Recalling that the observer was not informed of the accuracy of
his responses during a series of obser-vations, it may be inferred that
more rapid improvement wovl6 result with inmediate reinforcement of
responses. Fairly exter.sivc: !m -ovement was seen, however, Similar
improvemeat occurred for observer W.D. and, ir, addition, he did not improve
substantially until he became willing to respond affirmatively even though
the response might be a false positive. Following this shift in motivation
(or set) his improvement was nearly as great as for C.S. It may be noted
in the figures where data are shown for the other observers in addition to
the writer, their final petforwv'e was as good or better than the writer's.
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"he p-slb",ity of Laitg t z! &.:lator for training purposes
is evident a ' *ho-d be ocras d:7ed. There isp of course, precedent in
various instances in military trainirg rogrms. Once constructed,
model simulato: offers a relatively Ineyvensive and readily available means
of presenting Information erd promoting i;quaintance with field conditions.
Conditions car be highly controlled. Demonstratione of the capabilities
of an observer as well as better exposition of techniques employed are
readily possible. The step is surprisingly short from a well simulated
field situation to actual fieli conditions.

Using a model siz~ato: for training purposes requires evalua-
tion. hroever, in its own right. Face validity Is high and, perhaps, has
been misleading in :he past. Earlier programs have not shown clearly that
ay pa:zticular advantage was gained by observecs so *-ained. Such failure
in the past has been due, in the writer's opinion, to first, not having
specific and measurable criter'a for! performance as objectives during
training, and, secondly, not having 9Imilaw criteria for subsequent evalua-
tion. Generally it has been agreed that such devices are interesting and
motivating but the qctual effects on field performance have been difficult
if nct impossible to evaluate. Our study, as an investi.gation of observer
capabilities: is quite specific as to measurable aspects of performance.
(In fact,, the pattern of a training study was reported a little earlier.
Having at hand performance data '.- one, trained observer, it was possible
to continue practice on the part of new observers until they had reached
similar levels of performanceo) Possibilities for training use certainly
merit considerable further investigation.

In our original outline it was ncted that identification data
were sought. The earliest studies showed clearly that the vehicle targets
would always be identified as such without confusion with the anti-tank
gun and crew target. This was because of the difference in visibility
distances involved and because the observer was generally aware of the
range #o the target area. For the two vehicles under moonlight and uniform
terrain conditions, one set of observations were taken with the writer as
observer to estimate the maximm range at which each vehicle could be
identified, The APC could be distinguished as such out to about 600 yards
and the tank a little further. Actually. in both instances the targets
were only vaguely identifiable at eve- Rhcrter ranges, due probably because
they were viewed in peripheral vision (about 5 degrees from central).
Within the ranges noted, the tank had k .ague humped appearance whereas
the APC was squat and more apread out in appearance. Beyond the ranges
noted the targets remained readily detectable, as shown earlier, but quite
indistinguishable.

Data presented in Figure 14 showed that the tank visibility under
moonlight in the non-uniform terrain condition was very poor beyond About
600 yards although it had been considerable better for the uniform terraln
condition. This range for detection in non-uniform terrain appears to
correspond to the range for identification noted above, It was confirmed
in the writer's experience that when the terrain was non-uniform the task
became essentially an Identification tasK. Any number of equally detecu-
able viuil stimuli were present along with the target and the charac'ter-
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istic shape of the target had to be perceived to some extent in order to
achieve any accuracy of responding.

When the nature of the observing task is considered for the search-
light conditions3 the role of target identifiability becomes even more
pronounced. Probably for 3ost conditions when the visibility of the target
used was less than perfect, factors of confusion with other visible stimuli
were basic to the results. This interpretation is plausible when the detect-
ability of the targets is assessed as was done earlier for the conditions
of natural illumination. In Figures 30 and 31 several figures show the
principal photometric values which can be assigned portions of the targets
under typical searchlight illumination. Figure 31 shows these values for
the APC target illuminated with the searchlight at 1000 yards, displaced
75 yards right of the observer. Figure 23 shows this target much as the
observer saw it. Two aspects of the target are evident as detection features
The horizontal front panel and treads form a roughly rectangular bright
target against a somewhat darker background. The sloping front panel, not
reflecting as much light to the observer, forms a roughly equal sized rectang-
ular dark target with the background. In addition to the target, its shadow
may be seen and this forms a high contrast dark target with the remaining
background. Considering only the rectangular areas noted, the lighter has
a contrast of about .70 with the general surroundings and should be detect-
able to an observer at about 3000 yards range on the same line of sight.
The dark target area has a similar contrast of about -. 4 0 and would be
detectable to a distance of about 2100 yards. The shadow obviously would
be more detectable in these terms than the sloping front.

Such an analysis is more difficult for the trnk and will not be
attempted. Reference to Figures 26 and 31 shows simiiar but less well
defined areas of high contrast with the background and within the target as
well. Consequently, such analysis if successful. should show this target to
be detectable well beyond the maximum range of iaterest. Of course, if both
the observer and the searchlight are moved further from the target the back-
ground level is reduced. To some extent contrasts may be changed also.
However, this reduction in level of illumination would still liave the
vehicle targets highly detectable, especially if their shadows are visible
as well.

If the targets are detectable, in principal, at ranges where we
have already shown their visibility to be quite poor, then the loss of
visibility must be accounted for. Our data shown for both the tank and the
APC in the. successive mid-field and tree positions support the contention
that as the background becomes more non-uniform "-isibility suffers. To the
observer, the task becomes an identification task because not only can the
targets be detected but so can everything else in the inmediate surround.
The problem becomes that of distinguishing the target from the other objects
seen. For the tree position this is very difficult indeed. These terrain
conditione, incidentally, were very similar to those of the field study at
Fort Knox; our informal observations in the field with searchlights compare
closely to our results from the corresponding conditions of the model study.
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Two results for searchlight conditions were noted which may be
explained more adequately now. First, it was noted that the tank target
was more visible than the APC under searchlighr illumination. this was
particularly true for the targets in t tree position. Reference again
to Figure 31 shows that the luaminanc e background was somewhat lower
than the terrain ground itself. In this location, the sloping front of the
APC goes to lower contrast with the background. Also, the vehicle shadow
may be lost duo to additional ground shadows. This leaves only the smaller
area of the vertical front panel and treads to be detected. When one success
fully locates the front panel under these conditions, it is fairly visible.
However, its dimensions are smaller in proportion to distinguishable aspects
of the surroundings and much harder to find. Visibility was lost accord-
ingly.

The tank, on the other hand, has its internal contrast features
distributed to form a ringle pattern. Parts of the tank might become low
in contrast with the tree background but the over-all pattern would not be
changed. Also, the tank being a taller vehicle tends to overlay its shadow
on the tree background more than the APC. Consequently, it seems reasonable
that the tank should be more visible under these conditions than the APC.

In the variation of searchlight duration described earlier, it
was noted that for the most non-uniform terrain condition, there appeared
to be aL optimal observing time. Increased time beyond this mount actually
appeared to handicap the observer. The writer's experience tells what
happened. When the searchlight came on, the target area was quickly scanned.
The mosc likely thing to look like a target was. of course, tne target
itself. Hence, if enough time was afforded to scan the target area, the first
impression was likely to be correct (regarding the presence or absence of
the target). If more than this time were allowed, there were many parts of
the target area which could be imagined as a target. The tree position
target location was a veritable "ink blot" situation for targets if one
studied it for any length of time. Hence, given the additional time, the
observer formed a Judgment and then tended to lose confidence in it before
being required to state it. This led to definitely degraded performance.

Probably the optimal duration would vary among observers and with
the specific situation. If knowledge of the probable target location is
good, some fairly short duration of the searchlight flash may not only be
adequate but best for the task. In our studies knowledge of target location
was high. We always found, however, that a searchlight 1-second flash was
too short to scan within the area illuminated, and 2 seconds quite marginal
in the same respect. A flash of 4 seconds appeared optimal, as noted, for
targets located in the tree position. For the upper field condition, greater
visibility ranges were obtained and it was evident that 4 seconds of search-
light illumination did not lead to as confident judgments as when 8 seconds
illumination were provided. Doubling the searchlight duration again led
in no case to any further substantial improvement on the tasks. It is the
writer's opinion, based on these studies and observation at the field tests
that from 8 to 10 seconds is adequate for any attempt by a solitary observer
to judge the presence or absence of a target in the beam of the searchlight
if the probable target locations are reasonably easy to identify.
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The effect of flisker probably merits much further study. Som
zonclusion_ can be drawn from our experiments, however. For targets in
the open, flicker rather definitely improves detectability due to the "wig-
wag" effect. In part this may be due to the fact that the shadow of the
target may be detected more readily than the target itself. Many time it
is probable that only the shadow is seen. Under flicker conditions. the
shadow appears alternately at one boundary then the other boundary of the
target. Under these conditions., two borders of the target are seen in
succession, and the target is more readily perceived as such; the shadow,
moving with flicker, is not misperceived as a substantial object. With
non-uniform terrain. however. the aame fators may make every bush and large
:ock equally improved in visibility and lead to poorer observer performance
ins ead.

Our experien:e with flicker showed that it required some getting
used to. 'nitially, when one qearzhlight came on, the observer would scan
forward along the ground path of the light beam. As this went off and the
other searc:hlight came on, he turred his direction of eight to scanning the
second ligt.t path. This resulted in consilerable overshooting and retracing )
which was confueing as well as fatiguing. With firther experience, however, D

observers found that they simply dire:ted their line of sight towards the
terrain and within the first two alternationg, would lock-in on the common
area of illu~nration. In this regard, the 1-second flicker rate was always
uncomfortably fast whereas the 2-secord rate was quite acceptable. As noted
earlier; when flicker was continued very long (15 seconds) the observer
became confused. This probably was due to losing fixation within the field
and returning to the less efficient beam-scanning behavior; at least in
the writer's experience, such a tendency was compelling on the long durations
of I-second flicker.

Final consideration will be given to the effects of differing
searchlight separations from the observer. In nearly all our experience,
increased separation from searchlight to observer results in improved
target visibility up to about 75 yards separation. Beyond this displacement,
there may be some loss. In our experiments we did not have the effects of
atmospheric light from the searchlight. For the conditions of no displace-
ment beteen observer and searchlight, we have obtained artificially high
detection levels since under these conditions. the observer must look through
a substantial veil of back-scattered light. This veil would markedly reduce
contrast for the target and also affect the observer visually (adaptation
level, pupil responses, and "eyeball" veiling glare) in a very adverse
manner.

While observing during Fort Knox field tests, the writer was ab..e
to detect a tank at 500 yards by moonlight clone. When looking at the
same target along the searchlight beam (from the first adjacent platform)
the target barely could be made out at all. The writer then attempted to
assess the range of this interference by moving to a platform about 10 yards
displaced. From this vantage point the immediately adverse effect of the
searchlight seemed drastically reduced, Of course, the extensive data of
the field stuly bear more formally and adequately on these considerationg.
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From the observations described, however, it would seem that insufar as
our illumination scaling wat done correctly, the searchlight displacement
findings are probably adequate except for the SL-C conditions since the
task confronting the observer seem to be a complex identification task
rather than a simple detection task. In other words, most of the stimuli
may be far encigh above detection threshold levels under the conditions
of our study that the back scatter from the searchlight would interfere
seriously only in its immdiate neighborhood. (Some further information
of this point is treated in Appendix A.)

As noted earlier., because of limitations of time and relative
e.pbasis given to studying searchlight forms of illumination, no study was
given to flare illumination. Gcrdon's research (Ref. 3) is directly rele-
vant to flare conditions. In general, he found that whe. the flare was
directly behind either the observer or target, its visibility was best.
As it vas displaced to the side, in azimuth, visibility decreased. Comparf-
sons cannot be made between Gordon's and our study to assess relative per-
formance under searchlight and flare illumination. Such relationships
probably are worthy of further investigation.
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APPENDIX A

In order to relate the model simulator studies better with field
test data, documentation wan obtained for the inherent luminances of targets
and their backgrounds as used in the field teats. This docuentation.,
t:arried out by Mr. Pritchard of these Laboratories,, was obtained using the
photoelectric telephotometer to measure directly the luminances of targets
and backgrounds nder the field conditions esiployed.

Two points of comparison may be made from this documentation.
First, the degree of correspondence for levels of illumination established
for the model may be compared with that occurring in the field. Secondly,
comparison may be made of relative contrasts for selected portions of the
targets and backgrounds.

With rejard to the first comparison, above, only two sets of data
from the field tests provid' the desired information. This was because at
the time documntation waij obtained in this regard, following the actual
tests, a limited number of target conditions had been studied when the last
remaining 2500 watt searchlight lamp burned out. The remaining docmntary
data were obtained using a 2000 watt lamp and although the contrast inform-
ation is of use in comparison with model almelator conditions, no absolute
comparisons are possible.

The sets of documentary data obtained when the 2500 watt lamp was
available pro-ids the comparisons of inherent luminiances appearing below.

A. Tank, 1000 yards observer Post 6 (separated from searchlight approxi-
mately 140 yards5

(luminance in foot laumberts)
Model Study

Area Measured FieldSudy (SL75 R)

L Track .0090 x0154
Center .0047 .0088
R Track .=14 .0183
Turret .0058 .0150
L Bkgnd olo06 .0170
Tank Shadow .0029 .0015
R Bkgnd .01)4 .x148
Top Bkgnd .0022 .0150
Bottom Bkgnd .0019 .015k
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51. Tvk, '.000 yards, obs.x-ver Post 1 (adjacent to searchILight)
Model Study

Area Measured Field Study(W-C

L Track .0780 .0162
center .06W -013kI
I Track a".2t
Turret .0658 .014i6
L Ikgn .0T80 .0185
R Bkgmd .0T80 .01,50
Top Bkgnd .0560 XC150
Bottom Ikgnd .0780 .0166

1-natIon of the foregoing information shows, first,, that fairly
close correspondence results when meatures were taken with the searchlight
displaced at its maxiss distance from the ibserver poet. The lumnance
values shown for the nodel target are approximately twice corresponding
measures taken in the field.* It is possible :'-at greater accuracy could
be achieved in the model study in artanging the searchlight beam to center
exactly on the target and illuminate it with peak candle power.* This
possibility, at least, is consistent with the difference noted.

Whien the measures were taken with the searchlight very little
displaced from the observer post, s*iown in the second set of data above,
the lumnance values obtained for- the field study are about a half log
Unit greater in each instance cc-sared with corresponding meatures for the
model simlator.* This result is indicative of the effect of light back-
scatter at poeitions adjacent to a searchlight. The telephotmter, in
the field, received a considerable amount of back-scattered light which
increased the apparent luminance for selected target areas,, and, as well,
reduced czontrasts between these areas.* Due to the absence of scaled
atmosphere in the model studies, these effects are not seen. Although the
luminance values for target areas are higher, they are very little higher

for tt* SL-C condition cauiared with the SL 75 1t condition.
The field data obtained using the 2000 watt leap may be used to

evaluate the range of effect of searchlight back-scatter on contrasts.
For this purpose,. the lumnance values obtained at 500 yards for the frontI center of the APC ad also the sloping portion of the front are listed
below as ~r4at the first five observer posts. Post 1 is adjacent
to the searchlight. Approximate separations for the other locations are
shown in parertheses.

Obs. lost: flj e(10yde) A(2Oyde) 1&40d) 4(80yds)

Slope Front .100 .023 .017 .013 .011
Center Front .0.q7 .023 .022 .018 .013
Ratio (Ocontrast) 1:03 1.00 1.12 1..4 1.12
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From the preceding analysis, it may be seen that the high increase
in luminance for target areas due to searchlight back-scatter is essentially
gone when one moves from Post 1, adjacent to the target., to Post 2, ten yarc
removed. The remuining values reflect saew further change, but of a much
smaller magnitude. The ontratt noted between the two selected target
areas increase with greater separation of observer and searchlight, and
cease to show back-scatter effects at Post 3, 20 yards from the searchlight.
In the model studies, the searchlight displacement labeled SL-C would not
have the realism of field conditions due to the absence of scaled atmosphere
and resulting absence of back-scatter. However, if displacement of 10 or
20 yards is sufficient to otviate back-scatter effects, our other condi-
tions should otherwise constitute adequate simulation.

To get a better idea of the correspondence for target and terrain
contrasts between the model and field conditions, the following comparison
may be made. The set of field data for the tank measured at observer
Post 5 (80 yards displaced from searchlight) may be converted to relative
values by determining the ratio of each area measured to the center area
as a reference point. This leads to the values to be shown shortly.
Similar treatment is given to measures on the model simulator for the tank
at the equivalent distance for the similar displacement of the searchlight.
These values are shown below for comparison with the first set.

Area Feasured Field Tank Model Tank

L Track 1.55 1.66
Center 1.00 1.00
R Track 1.55 2.00
Turret 1.12 1.66
L Bkgnd 2.00 1.89
Tank Shadow .78 .02
R Bkgnd 2.00 1.66
Top Bkgnd .89 1.A
Bottom Bkgnd 1.55 1.66

It would appear that the internal contrasts for our tank target
are a little greater than for the tank in the field. Also, contrast for
the tank with the background at the top and bottom terrain areas is greater
for the model. Terrain at the sides does not form as high a contrast. In
the field, terrain ahead of the tank sloped away from the searchlight and
the woods behind the tank., although in its projected background, were quite
distant. Our terrain was simply more uniform in a relative sense.

The contrast of the tank shadow and adjacent parts of the terrain
and target is much greater in the model situation than in the field.
However, in the field the 2000 watt searchlight lamp provided less illumin-
ation on the target and, at the time of measurement, a full moon i u
illuminating the terrain also. The luminance of the shadow, in t1e field
measurements was .002 foot lamberts which could be due to moonlight prim-
arily and possible some space light present.
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The field study data provide a basis for mh more extensive
cmarisom than can be attempted hers. V ith the exception noted, the
correpondence between uDI sand field conditions apper, Lu physical
term, reasnasbly close. Is the text there are several Points Of comparison
in term of observer performnea well. An exm~ustom of all of these
points of co.w.arison is necessary to determine how much confidence ca be
given to the extension of the model simulator findings to field conditions .
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APPENIX 3

The derivation of the eqration for X shown in the text is quite
straight forward. * e begin with the s tatement of several ter ad

relationships as follows :I
' (1 ) initial degree of uncertainty in S

(2) 1 R) adegree of uncertainty In Rt
(Q) I It,s) -degree of uncertainty in combined R and S
kh) IR(S) a degree of uncertainty In S given Rt

With (1) and (i) we have:

(5) I(S) - is(S) - extent of reduction of I(S) given knowledge of Rt
(equivalent to stilais information gained by
knowing R)

Then, from standard works on information theory:

(6) i(P,) + iR(s) - i(&a,s)

Adding I(S) to each side o! equation (6) and changing signs leads to:

Note that the left hand side of (7) is the defined term (5). Also,
because in our experiments, on a given observation trial the stiulus was
equally likely to be present or absent, we know that I(S) -1 bit. Hence
a solution for the right hand side of (7) evaluates I(S) -IR(S) and gives
us the stimulus information gained by knowing Rt. To accomplish this,, we
substitute for I(R) and i(Ri,S) as follows, using response data to obtain
the particular probabilities.

(8) 1(R) = [(Y) log2 i(Y) + P(N) log2 P(N)J

and

(9)Li (,)=-[Ps') log P(SQ'Y) + P(S~I) log2 P(S,N) + P(S; Y) log2
P(S; YS + F(Sf N) 1392 P(SUN)

substituting from (8) *nd (9) in (7), rewriting I(S) as 1, and using the
appropriate constant to convert from logarithm base 10 to base 2, we have:

(10) '(S) - IR(S) I- + 3.2 [-i(Y) log P(Y) - P(N) log P(N) + P(S,Y)
log P~sy) + PS,N) log P(S,N) + P(S' Y) log P(S" Y)+

P(S, N) log F~,, ,N))

Designating I(S) - IR(S) with the symbol M, ei the measure of stlimulus
information gained by knowing R, we have the formula cited in the text.
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The features of this relationship are easily shown. If an observer
always responded "yes", we would of course ga., no stimulus information.
In tern of the above equation, 1(Y) - I and i(N) - 0 which gives as:

N - 1 + 3.32 [-0-0 + 1/2 log 1/2+ 0 +1/2 log 1/2 +01 -0Als I W as3 often as wron (o, 1/ !Y)s1/ ]

,lo, if the observer is right (SIT .n 's;N a often awong (Sf S)
and ( -), N - 0. If he makes no wrong responses, maxium stimulus inform-
atic-. ts gained a'.d N = 1. (This would be true if no right responses were
made, also the system needs some external knowledge of accuracy in order
to decode the responses!)

Since the weasure K was derived to provide a basis for avoiding
the embiguous effects of criterion differences in the yes-no procedure used,
it wojld be well to illustrate the relative freedom of this measure with an
example. Consider two sets of data. The target has been presented 10 times
durin; 20 observaion trials. In the first an observer has given the
following responses:

"Yes" Target "No" Target "Yes" Target "Nd Target
Present Present Absent Ab!snt

Frequency 10 0 5 5

A second observer gives these responses:

'"Ye" Target "'No" Target "Yes" Target "No" Target
Present Present Absent Absent

Frequency 5 10 0

It may be noted that the first observer has responded "yes" 15 times even
though the target was presented on 10 times during the 20 trials. The
second observer. on the other hand, has been willing to respond "yes" far
less frequently. The fl.rst has a high false positive rate; the second a
low rate.

The proportions in each of these examples are treated first, by
the conventional method. The detection proportions (from "Ies" taroff
present responses) is adjusted in terms of the proportions of false positive
responses ("yes", target absent). Usually this is done by employing the
following relationship:

P P-C
1-C

Where; P1 = corrected detection proportion
P = raw detection proportion
C = proportion of false positives

____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ _-- 54
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In terns of the above equation, the iirst data set mould have to be repre-
sented by a corrected detection proportion of 1.00. The second woold yield
the corrected detection proportion of .50.

If we analyse the same two sets of data for the stimlus inform-
ation quanti; y, H, we would find that not different but the same values
would result. For each data set H would be 0.31. Thus if, as is possible,
the i ts are from two different observers in the ame situation, one is not
providing more stimulus information than the other. It might be the case
that the first observer is highly willing to give false positive responses
whereas the second is highly unwilling to do so. The freedom of the data
measure, developed in information terms, from effects of such criterion
differences becomes fairly obvious.

It was not possible to analyse the information statistic in term
of smplng and bias. Since in a series of observations the target was
prevented on 50% of the trials, these question are probably not serious.
In any event, our measure is precisely defined and appears to provide for
less ambiguity in interpreting results.
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~~Figure 8. Map of nonaluniform target field and
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Figure 9. Results for N1-48 tank, observed on uniform terrain
under starlight illumination, showing relation between fre-
quency of response data and information measure MI.
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Figure 10. Results for M-48 tank and M-59 APC, observed on
uniform terrain under starlight illumination.
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Figure 11, Results for M-48 tank, observed on
uniform terrain under moonlight illumination.
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Figure 12. Results for NI-59 AMC observed on uniform terrain
under moonlight illumination.
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F igure 13. Results for anti-tank gun and crew, observed on uni-
form terrain under moonlight illumint-ion.
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Figure 14, Results for M-48 tank, observed on noii-uniform terrain
in midfield position under moonlight illumination.
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Figure 15. Results for M-148 tank, observed on non-uniform
terrain in tree position under 4-sec searchlight illumination
along observer's line of sight.
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Figure 16. Results for M-48 tank, observed on non-uniform

terrain in tree position illuminated by searchlight at differing
displacements from observer.
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Figure 17. Results for M-48 tank, observed in differ-
ent non-uniform terrain positions ander differing
durations of searchlight illumination.
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Figure 18. Results for M,-59 APC, obser~ed on non-unif ormn terrain in

tree position under 4-sec searchlight illumination at differing displace-
ments from observer.
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Figure 19. Results for NI-59 AM observed on nan-uniform
terrain in upper field position under differing durations of
searchlight illumination,
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Figure 20. Results for M-59 APC. observed on non-uniformn
terrain in tree position illuminated by searchlight at differ-
ing displacements from observer,
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014 010

Figure 30. Target and terrain luminances for the three scale model targets when
illuminated by searchlight along observer's line of signt.

0001S

Figure 31. Target and terrain luminances for the scale model vehicle targets when
illuminated by a searchlight 75 yards right of observer.
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Figure 32, Candlepower distribution for simulated searchlight
beam using corrector shle.
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